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magnetisation. The distribution on the curved side is ultimately zero. The distributions ±Icosi on the two plane faces act on P as if they were distributed on infinite planes ; the repulsion at P is therefore 4<7rlcosi. Thus the actual force on P is the magnetic force or the force of induction according as the plane of the cavity contains or is perpendicular to the direction of magnetisation.
344.   Ex.   Prove that when the cavity is spherical the force at the centre due to the superficial distribution is %irl (see Art. 93).
345. It appears from what precedes that the force of induction at P is the resultant of the magnetic force at P and a force ^TT / acting at P in the direction of magnetisation of the body in the neighbourhood of P.
Let A =/X, B = I/ji, C = Iv be the Cartesian components of the vector I; X, Y, Z and Xl3 Yl} Zl the components of the magnetic force and the force of induction. Let V be the potential of the whole magnetic body at any internal point P, as given by Pokson's theorem, Art. 339. Then
Z = - dVfdv,                    X* = X + 4arA9
346.    Bodies not uniformly magnetised.    When the magnetism of a body is not uniform, either in direction or intensity, it becomes necessary to choose special forms for the elements.
The magnetic lines are curves such that the direction of magnetisation at any point is a tangent to the curve at that point. In a line of force the direction of the force is a tangent, Art. 47. If we draw a magnetic line through every point of a closed curve we construct a tube which is called a nifty net io tube. When the section of the tube is very small it is sometimes called a filament By analysing a magnetic body into elementary tubes or filaments we may often find its magnetic potential at any external point P with great ease.
347.    Solenoids.    Let  do- be   the  area  of a  suction  of a magnetic filament  at  any   point   Q,  ds  an   element,   of   length measured in the direction of magnetisation and / the magnetic intensity.    Using the same notation as before (Art. *>!(>) wo notice that 0 is the angle in front of the radius vector QP and that therefore cos 6 = - dr/ds.    Hence since dv = d<r.ds the potential
of the filament at P is          F= fldvcos 0 = - [ld<r-ir
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